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President Vianne Timmons speaks to Education
Professional Studies (EPS) students.

Nicole Glas, Manager of the
Student Program Centre

EPS students learn about teaching sustainable
ecosystems through songs and creative projects from
a project WET presentation.

8 of 14 NORTEP pre-interns attending the University of Regina
(E)merging Professionalism Conference: (left to right)
Jenny Billette, Samantha Adam, Tawny Brown, Karrie Dorion,
Joe Nelson, Priscilla Bear, Sherry Wolverine, Tanya Sanderson
with instructor Debora Gibson-Dingwall (centre).

Jane Thurgood Sagal, Executive Director of
Curriculum and E-Learning, presented on
Curriculum Renewal at a SIDRU Seminar luncheon.

Joanne Pelletier, SUNTEP and
Lorri Melnechenko, SUNTEP, attend
Jane Thurgood Sagal’s presentation.
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The Dean’s Message

his issue of the Faculty of Education
Newsletter highlights some of the ways
we explore, understand, and build community. It is now a cliché in educational circles to
enhance the status of a group of students by calling them a ‘community of learners.’ However, the
concept of community is well grounded in educational theories, particularly educational humanism and social constructivism. Some argue that
we spend our lives searching for community and,
in so doing, make meaning for ourselves and others in the world. Universities are increasingly
being called upon to contribute to decisionmaking in the “public policy community.” Universities do this in two ways: “bring[ing] new ideas
and research into the policy making process, and
…equally important, educating future policy makers.”1 This work, then, is more than simply preparing teachers to work in schools with children
and youth.
This understanding of our work, situates the university more directly in community rather
than detached from it—this means engagement,
passion, and connections. The Faculty of Education at the University of Regina has always been
committed to making research-based ideas come
alive in policy and practice. Education is never
neutral. More than ever we are aware that
schools and universities are complex systems,
intricately embedded in other systems. The articles in this newsletter point to some of that complexity and to the importance of building a sense
of community in individuals and groups here in
Saskatchewan and around the world.
perish”2

In universities the edict to “publish or
is
being replaced by “go public or perish”, reminding
us of our responsibilities, not only to knowledge,
but also to its application in the real world beyond
the “ivory towers” of academia. The very nature
of teacher education demands that connections
to our educational partners remain strong and
vital so that theories can be put into practice to
build community. This newsletter provides me
with an opportunity to thank everyone in our Faculty for the hard work they do with students at the
undergraduate and graduate level and to thank
all our educational partners who work closely with
us in fostering communities of learners and building better communities.
1Presidents’

National Dialogue: How universities can strengthen the
public policy process in Canada. 2009: Ottawa.

.

2Ibid

Dr. James McNinch, Dean
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New Associate Dean

D

Dr. Heather Ryan

W

r. Heather Ryan is our new Associate Dean, Student Services and Undergraduate Programs, following Dr. Nick
Forsberg, who completed his term as Associate Dean in
June of 2009. Dr. Ryan is an Associate Professor of Educational
Psychology and has been with the University of Regina since 2000.
In 1995, she received her PhD in Educational Psychology from the
University of Alberta, in Edmonton, specializing in educational reform, human development and language and cognition. From 1995
to 2000, she was a Lecturer at Massey University, teaching human
development, and research methods and researching into early
literacy development and special education resourcing in New Zealand. Her research interests include teacher working conditions,
health, and supports for students with disabilities in education.

Unique Interprofessional Course

ith the assistance of the Deans
and the Vice President, Academic,
the Greystone Centre for Interprofessional Collaboration in Education (G-CICE),
under the direction of Dr. Twyla Salm, overcame many structural barriers to develop a
unique interprofessional course designed to
meet the needs of pre-service students in the
human services. A curriculum development
committee was formed and with feedback
from professionals in the community and
other stakeholders, the first interprofessional
education course at the University of Regina
was scheduled to begin in the Fall of 2009.
The course is unique because it encourages
students from multiple faculties to engage
with five professors in an intense, case-based,
problem-solving course that combines interprofessional theory with genuine community
issues.

Students in the new interprofessional Course

A

Civic Science Education Through
University and School Partnership

s part of the commitment to bridge uni- cation. University pre-service teachers also had
versity learning with community en- the opportunity to interact with the intern Shawn
gagement, Xia Ji’s two Fall 2009 ele- White. They benefited “tremendously” from
mentary science education classes—entitled, Shawn’s honest and inspirational sharing sesBecoming Civic Science Educators—collaborated sion about his pre-internship and internship exwith two classes (Grade 3 and Grade 6 split) periences. The Sacred Heart School students
from Sacred Heart School in their Space and were all “amazed and captivated” by the differFlight units. These educational exchanges were ent things around the science education labs,
made possible by the President’s Teaching and such as the animals, posters, materials, and
Learning Scholar fund from the University of most of all, the various science station activities!
Regina. On October 15, 2009, two classes of 46 One of the Sacred Heart students noted that
students led by intern
“they were extremely excited
Shawn White and cooperto be with a bunch of 20-year
ating teachers, Terry Cote
-olds from the university!” For
and Daniel Cozine from
most of these school chilSacred Heart School,
dren, this was their first trip
came to visit the First
to a university campus and to
Nations University of Canparticipate in a university
ada and the University of
class along with university
Regina campus. They
students.
were warmly received by
administrative leaders on
This project was an initial
both campuses. These
Dean McNinch with Sacred Heart students step in exploring a civic disstudents participated in
course model to engage prevarious science stations
service teachers in science
that were created by preeducation. Future classes will
service teachers, includexplore using environmental
ing the Star Lab—thanks
and sustainability issues as
to the training offered by
integrating contexts for learnGreg Taylor, Science Coning—for pre-service teachers,
sultant for the Regina
as well as for our various
Public School Division. As
educational partners in the
part of the educational
community. The goal of this
exchange and partnercivic discourse model for sciSacred Heart students welcomed at FNUC
ship, the university preence education is to help preservice teachers were inservice teachers connect with
vited to visit and assist the same classes at Sa- real societal and community issues where scicred Heart School in their science unit in early entific understanding is an important dimension
November.
and to become involved as educators and citizens. Through experience in this discourse, facPre-service teachers learned, among other ulty hope to empower pre-service elementary
things related to science education, that teachers to be active citizens of various commu“teaching should be cooperative.” Working with nities and to contribute to “make the world a
“real school students” made most of these pre- better place for everyone through education.”
service teachers (prior to their pre-internship This educational partnership also illustrated the
experience) excited to be a teacher. They also synergy that is created when educational partexperienced the true challenges of working with ners work together to create meaningful learnschool children and inquiry-based science edu- ing experiences for school children.
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The experiences I had
today at Sacred Heart
School were heart
warming and uplifting.
I was very excited to
visit Sacred Heart
school. I have
previously heard that
the school was one-ofa-kind due to the split
classes, and that the
school is situated in
the heart of North
Central, an area that is
negatively
stereotyped. However,
my initial reaction to
the school
environment was that
it was a safe place
where students were
excited to be there
and excited to learn.
~Pre-service teacher
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Education Week in Melville

(L) Milissa Gavel , Principal of Davison Elementary School, and

(R) Lisa Lenkart, Principal of Miller Elementary School
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(L) Melville elementary school student
(R) Krista McDivitt, Arts Education Student, University of Regina

(L) Dr. Ann Kipling Brown, Professor of Arts Education, University of Regina
(R) Dr. Norm Yakel, Professor of Arts Education, University of Regina
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Melville elementary school students

4th Annual Arts Education Event!

(L) Dr. James McNinch, Dean, Faculty of Education and
(R) Dr. Twyla Salm, Director, Professional Development and Field
Experiences, University of Regina
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Good Spirit School Division; Drs. Ann
Kipling Brown and Norm Yakel, Professors of Arts Education, University of Regina; Dr. James McNinch, Dean, Faculty
of Education; Dr. Twyla Salm, Director,
Professional Development & Field Experiences Office, Faculty of Education;
and Dr. Walter Streelasky, Mayor of Melville. Attendees also enjoyed a creative
and enthusiastic visual presentation of
one featured project accomplished
through the week. Milissa Gavel, Principal of Davison elementary school, gave
a brief history, describing how this partnership grew. To achieve the organization and implementation of a week of
field experience for the Arts Education
students and the two Melville elementary schools, funding was secured
through the Dr. Stirling McDowell Foundation. When she first took the position
in Melville, Milissa, a graduate of the
Faculty of Education, U of R, was impressed by the selection of art classes
available in the Melville elementary
schools, especially Davison elementary
school’s use of technology and interactive tools, and their methods and philosophies. She described the work of the
schools and of the Arts Education program and students, along with Dr.
Kipling Brown and colleague, Dr. Norm
Yakel, as the work of “CSI Agents,” Cultural Scene Investigators. The field experience began as a 1-day opportunity
and has grown to include all elementary
students and many community artists.
Susan Maserek remarked that the participants “took a risk; accepted a challenge.” Dr. Kipling Brown responded
that in Melville the risk taken was in a
very supportive setting. Now that the
project is in its 4th year, the event is
considered annual. Dr. Kipling Brown

observed that the “welcome is clearly
not worn out,” and plans are underway
for next year’s week-long field experience. Dr. Yakel reminisced on philosopher Maxine Greene’s visit from New
York in 1984—savouring the opportunity
to use ‘New York’ and ‘Melville’ in the
same sentence. Dr. Greene came to the
University of Regina to observe a place
where arts education and teacher education were being implemented, not just
talked about. Dr. Yakel suggested that
while the P.L.A.C.E. acronym means
“Professional Learning as Community
Experience,” for Arts Education students, for Melville community members,
it could mean “Professional Leadership
as Community Excellence.” Dr. Yakel
congratulated the Melville educators
and community for their demonstration
of leadership and excellence and for
being a place, as Dr. Greene might have
said, “where it’s happening!”
Throughout the evening, interactions
between the Arts Education students
and the Melville elementary school students demonstrated the strength of the
relationships built during the week-long
event.
Art projects were displayed
throughout the gymnasium and after the
celebration, the proud young art students showed family members the results of their hard work, while munching
on doughnuts together.
Congratulations are extended to Drs.
Ann Kipling Brown and Norm Yakel who
have received SSHRC CURA funding
which will support the extension and
development of their work in Melville.
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Malawi Technical Mission

Dr. Abu Bockarie, U of R

Panel discussion with Directors of Research Centres
and Units at the U of R

Dr. Steven Taulo, Malawi Polytechnic

Dr. Nancy Chitera, Malawi Polytechnic

A

3-week research technical mission to
Canada, October 23 – November 13,
2009, provided two professors from
the University of Malawi Polytechnic, Dr. Nancy
Chitera, Lecturer of Mathematics, and Dr.
Steven Taulo, Senior Lecturer in Environmental
Health, the opportunity to acquire in-depth
knowledge and understanding of a variety of
issues related to the research of Technical,
Entrepreneurial, Vocational Education and
Training (TEVET) systems. As well, strategies for
the successful establishment and operation of
research units and centres in higher education
institutions were discussed during the mission.
This was one of three technical missions hosted
by the University of Regina, Faculty of Education
in 2009. A total of 10 representatives of the
project partners in Malawi took part in technical

missions to Canada in 2009. In addition, several
members of the U of R Project Management
Team and technical assistants on various
project activities undertook missions to Malawi
in 2009. These missions to Malawi included: Dr.
Abu Bockarie, Project Director (U of R); Elaine
McNeil (SIAST); Barbara McNeil (U of R); Hilary
Horan (U of R); Carla Johnson (SIDRU); Rosetta
Khalideen (UFV); Carole Bryant (Ranch Ehrlo);
Dan McKay (SIAST); Dave Harvey (SIAST); and
Margaret Dagenais (SIAST).
Plans continue to unfold as the U of R Project
Management Team for this 6-year, CIDA-funded
project begins to implement Year 3 of the
project activities.
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Schools

A

4Sudan Fundraiser

fundraiser was held on October
23rd,2009 at the Royal Canadian
Legion, in support of the
“Schools4Sudan” project coordinated by Atem
Kunjok and the nonprofit organization, Gumtor
Sudanese Agency for Development Inc. The
event featured live performances by Bev Zizzy
and the Sudanese Children African Choir. This
event was well supported by the Faculty of Education, U of R, as many from the faculty generously purchased tickets in support of the project and a dozen or so attended the event. The
success of the evening means that the bricks
can be made for the first of eight planned
classrooms for the Ajong Primary

W

School. Although the construction phase is behind schedule, it is hoped that completion of the
first several classrooms can be achieved by
Spring, 2010. In addition to building this school
in Twic County, South Sudan, the long-range
goals of the project include collaborating with the
University of Regina, Faculty of Education, to establish a teacher-training institute, building and
supporting an adult literacy centre, and developing a facility specifically focussed upon on supporting the human rights and economic autonomy of women in Sudan. For more information
visit: http://gsad.webs.com/
Submitted by Ken Montgomery

U of R Student from Ukraine

hile attending university in the
Ukraine, Oleksandra Bielenka
(“Sasha”) met Otto and Florence
Driedger, retired U of R professors from Social
Work, who were in the Ukraine doing international work. Sasha attended their lectures and
became interested in how Canada works with
troubled, at-risk youth. In 2007, Sasha came
from Ukraine to the University of Regina as a
visiting student, funded by a grant from the Centre for International Education and Training
(CIET) established through CIDA/AUCC Partnerships for Tomorrow Program (PTP-II). After one
term, Sasha applied for and was accepted into a
master’s program in Educational Psychology.
CIET made use of this opportunity by the developing relationship between the U of R and
Zaporizhzhye National Technical University
(ZNTU) to obtain additional PTP-II funding. In
December 2008, CIET sent Dr. Marc Spooner,
Dr. Alec Couros, and Rhonda Nelson (a doctoral
student) to the Ukraine to determine if further

relations could be established and a return visit
by Professor Lucy Romanenkova from Ukraine
occurred in May 2009.
The partnership continues to grow as more colleagues from ZNTU have expressed a desire to
collaborate with colleagues at the University of
Regina. CIET is hoping a number of exchanges
can occur. Sasha has hopes too. She looks
forward to returning to her
home university as a guest
lecturer, bringing fresh ideas
to the Ukraine.
Sasha believes
that, “Looking
at the strength
of kids, helps
them grow into
Oleksandra Bielenka,
who they want
(Sasha)
to be.”
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Successful Student Recruitment

W

ith 1300 undergraduates and 450
graduate students, the Faculty of
Education student enrolment numbers rank third highest among faculties at the
University of Regina.
The University of Regina has a renowned
teacher education program, as Dr. James
McNinch recently wrote, “The Faculty of Education has the strongest reputation throughout
Saskatchewan for quality, excellence, research,
innovation, diversity, collaboration and partnerships.” Our Bachelor of Education is a broadbased degree in which approximately half of the
degree’s credits come from liberal arts courses
such as those in the Arts, Fine Arts, and Science. The remaining portion of the degree focuses on theory and practice. Our degree is
also acknowledged for its emphasis on fieldbased preparation of students. Students,
throughout their program, are gaining experience in schools, observing or teaching for approximately 22 weeks of their program. This
field experience, combined with practice labs,
facilitates the integration of theory and practice
to an optimal degree.

those interested in education after-degrees, and
presented to students at district events with
multiple schools invited.
Darci has a busy
schedule promoting our program and recruiting
new students. Her future plans include visits to
regional colleges and high schools in North Battleford, Meadow Lake, and Lloyminster, and
even out-of-province visits to Manitoba.
High enrolment in the Faculty of Education is
good news for other faculties as well. Because
our Bachelor of Education is a liberal arts degree, education students take approximately
half of their 120 credits in other faculties. Dr.
Ryan, Associate Dean of Student Services and
Undergraduate Programs comments that, “The
ongoing success of recruitment in this Faculty is
critical to enrolment across many other Faculties. This fact highlights the significance of
Darci’s successful, professional approach to
recruitment and marketing.” This faculty excels
and grows thanks to the work of Darci and others involved in the important work of student
recruitment.

Our faculty is a great place to prepare for a
career in teaching, but what is being done
to inform students of our program?
Darci McDonald is one of those involved
with undergraduate student recruitment.
Her work takes her into schools across Saskatchewan to inform students about our
prestigious teacher education program.
Throughout the Fall of 2009, Darci
(assisted by Student Program Advisors) visited and presented at 19 high schools and
10 career fairs, hand distributed over 500
brochures, held information sessions for

Darci McDonald,
Student Program Advisor

The ongoing
success of
recruitment in
this Faculty is
critical to
enrolment across
many other
faculties. This
fact highlights
the significance
of Darci’s
successful
professional
approach to
recruitment and
marketing.
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Credit Studies Division
Centre for Continuing Education

Students will register in two closely co-ordinated courses to earn six
credit hours. Instruction will consist of guest instruction, community
and teacher activists, student panels, core readings, and field trips.
All students will take a common course held in the morning:
EC&I 822: Anti-Oppressive Education

Dr. Carol Schick

Each student will choose one of three afternoon courses that will be
linked thematically to the morning course:
ED 800: Introduction to Educational
Research
EC&I 804: Curriculum Development

Dr. Marc Spooner
Dr. Shauneen Pete

EC&I 808: Instruction: Theory and Practice Dr. Val Mulholland

To Register, download form from
http://education.uregina.ca/assets/documents/edgrad/CurrentStudents/SummerInst2010Poster.pdf
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in education: Online Journal

in education is a peer-reviewed University of Regina open-access journal exploring our connective
educational landscape. The editorial board invites articles and reviews of works that explore ideas
in teacher education, as well as broader and more inclusive discussions in education. We envision
works that augment the latitude and significance of the idea of education, while acknowledging the
ubiquitous growth of the digital arts and sciences in the everyday practice of life and how that
might (in)form notions of formal and informal education. We encourage the submission of highquality works that travel across the qualitative and quantitative research landscape engendering
conversations in thoughtful and innovative ways. This may include, but is not limited to, works in
the following areas: ethnography, poststructuralist, postmodern and postcolonial approaches,
queer theory, art-based research, bricolage, narrative inquiry, autoethnography, critical theory, phenomenology, hermeneutics, or mixed methods.
in education (ISBN:1708-2749) is an online-only journal published at http://ineducation.ca/ twice
per year, both issues comprising one volume.

W

Congratulations

anda Lyons successfully defended her doctoral dissertation. The external examiner, Dr. Nancy Hutchinson, full professor in the graduate program of the Faculty
of Education at Queen’s University deemed the dissertation to pass “without revision.” Supervisor, Dr. Scott Thompson, and other members of her committee, as well as
Wanda, are to be congratulated on the timeliness of the completion and the value of
Wanda’s research and writing in inclusive education theory and practice.

C

orey Matthews, BEd ’03 (SUNTEP), an educator with a passion for leading youth from
the inner city and who draws from personal experience to relate to his students, is this
year’s Outstanding Young Alumnus. Corey was recognized for this achievement at the
Alumni Crowning Achievement Awards Event on November 30, 2009.
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Faculty of Education

I

n September 2009, faculty and staff gathered to celebrate a remarkable number of published
academic works in 2008-2009. Listed below are the publications with authors, in bold, who are
members of the Faculty of Education.

Anderson, M., & Dolmage, R. W. (2009). Making meaning of a school community's traumatic
experience: The sacred and the profane. Education and Law Journal 19(1).
Badali, S. (2008). Student Stress in the Extended Practicum: A Canadian Context. Journal of Policy
and Practice in Education.
Brogden, L. M. (2009). A somewhere middle: Undoing illusions of the discrete in times of curricular
contradictions. In P. Lewis, and J. A. Tupper (Eds.), Challenges bequeathed: Taking up the
challenges of Dwayne Huebner. Rotterdam, the Netherlands: Sense Publishers.
Brogden, L. M., & Page, B. (2009). Ghosts on the cupboards: Discursive haunting during the first year
of french immersion teaching in Canada. In T.S.C. Farrell (Ed.), Language teachers: Insights and
perspectives for the first year. Equinox Publishing.
Brogden, L. M., & Haywood Rolling, J. Jr. (2009). Two hours or more away from most things: Re:writing
identities from no fixed address. Qualitative Inquiry, 15(7). New York: Syracuse University.
(Continued on page 15)
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Celebrating Published Works
Brogden, L. M. (2008). De l’interlangue aux architextes : La négociation du bilinguisme chez les
enseignant.es en contexte immersif. Dans S. Roy et C. Berlinguette (Eds.), Emerging Social and
Language Issues in Canada / Enjeux linguistiques et sociaux au Canada en devenir (pp. 37 à 65).
Calgary, AB: Blitzprint.
Brogden, L. M. (2009). François, f/Fransask-qui? Franco-quoi ? Constructions identitaires d’un
enseignant en formation en situation linguistique minoritaire. Canadian Modern Language Review/
Revue canadienne des langues vivantes, 66(1) 73-99.
Brogden, L. M. (2009). An outsider view / A vue d’aigle: Negotiating linguistic spaces in multilingual
Europe. Limbaj şi context: Revista de lingvistica, semiotica si stiinta literari de/ Speech and
Context: Journal of Linguistics, Semiotics and Literary Science, 1(1) 102-111.
Brogden, L. M. (2008). Art·I/f/act·ology: Curricular artifacts in autoethnographic research. Qualitative
Inquiry, 14(6)851-864.
Brown, D. (2009). Foucault and the lure of the transcendent: Curriculum, knowledge, schooling, and the
public world. In P. Lewis, and J.A. Tupper (Eds.), Challenges Bequeathed: Taking up the
challenges of Dwayne Huebner. Rotterdam, the Netherlands: Sense Publishers.
Couros, A., & Brogden, L. M. (2008). A study of the web-based learning resource development project:
Final report. Regina, SK: University of Regina, SIDRU.
Couros, A., Spooner, M., Maeers, V., & Quark, A. (2008). Digital internship final report. Regina, SK:
University of Regina, SIDRU.
Eidsness, B., Steeves, L., & Dolmage, R. W. (2009). Funding non-minority faith adherents in minority
faith schools in Saskatchewan. Education and Law Journal, 17(3).
Kemp, S., & Friesen, D. (2009). Student Assessment for Teaching and Learning: Teacher Perceptions
and Practices. Regina, SK: University of Regina, SIDRU
Gjevre,T., Steeves, L., & Dolmage, R. W. (2009). Relationships among school size, student achievement
and teacher efficacy: Their relationship to Saskatchewan. Policy and Practice in Education, 15(1)
61.
Hart, P. (2009). Environmental education. In S.K. Abell and N.G. Lederman (Eds.), Handbook of
Research on Science Education, (pp. 689). New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
Hart, P. (2008). What comes before participation? Searching for meaning in teachers’ constructions of
participatory learning in environmental education. In A. Reid, B.B. Jensen, J. Nikel, and
V. Simovska, (Eds.), Participation and learning: Perspectives on education and the Environment.
Denmark: Springer Books.
Hart, P. (2008). Elusive participation: Methodological challenges in researching teaching and
participatory learning in environmental education. In A. Reid, B.B. Jensen, J. Nikel, & V. Simovska,
(Eds.), Participation and learning: Perspectives on education and the environment. Denmark:
Springer Books.
Hart, P. (2009). Ontological/epistemological pluralism within complex contested EE/ESD landscapes:
Beyond politics and mirrors. In E. Gonzalez-Guadiano and M. A. Peters (Eds.) Environmental education: Identity, politics and citizenship, (pp. 25.). Rotterdam: Sense Publishers.
McKenzie, M., Hart, P., Bai, H., & Jickling, B. (Eds.) (2009). Fields of green: Restorying culture, environment, and education. Cresskill, NJ: Hampton Press.
(Continued on page 16)
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Faculty of Education

Kesten, C. (2008). A descriptive study of the first offering (Fall 2007) of University 101. Regina, SK:
University of Regina, SIDRU.
Kesten, C. (2009). Managing finances and budgeting. Economic and Personal Finance Education,
(47).
Laplante, B. (2008). Scientific literacy, multiple literacies, and the teaching of science in language
minority settings. In C. Maltais (Ed), Perspectives on multiples literacies: International
conversations (pp. 67-73). Calgary, AB: Detselig Entreprises.
Laplante, B. (2009). Lire, comprendre et reconceptualiser la « culture scientifique » à l’aide du modèle
des « littératies multiples .” Les littératies multiples et l’éducation dans les communautés
francophones (pp. 105-127). Ottawa, ON : Presses de l’Université d’Ottawa.
Lewis, P. J., & Tupper, J. A. (Eds.) (2009). Challenges bequeathed: Taking up the challenges of
Dwayne Huebner. Rotterdam, the Netherlands: Sense Publishers.
Lewis, P.J. (2009). Who in this culture speaks for children and youth? In P. Lewis, and J.A. Tupper
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A Social Action Project
Elementary education pre-interns in section 10, while studying about social action projects in their social studies class,
undertook a project after a presentation by Dr. Marc
Spooner and Shawn Fraser, Executive Director of Carmichael Outreach, who talked about the needs of people
served by the organization. The students raised awareness
of homelessness in the city, bringing in over $2000, 100
bags of clothing, and 15 bags/boxes of food, household
supplies, and toys for Carmichael Outreach through a variety of fundraising projects. While they recognized the need
for charitable donations to meet immediate needs, the students also realized that charity does not equal justice, and
that it takes awareness and political action to address the
root causes of poverty.
Carmichael Outreach is a volunteer-driven, nonprofit
organization that offers services such as:
• Providing emergency food and baby supplies for up to
400 people each day, mostly children under the age of
14
• Hosting programs: Kid’s First (for expectant mothers),
Child Find clinics, women’s groups (to discuss health,
domestic violence, education, addiction, and employment)
• Providing food hampers for families and gifts for up to
400 children each holiday season
• Offering a testing and immunization site operated in conjunction with the Regina Qu’Appelle Health Region
• Operating a harm-reduction program—offering a needle
exchange that keeps needles off of the streets and out of
the playgrounds and helps prevent health service draining issues like hepatitis and AIDS.
The students commented, “We couldn’t have done it without the support of the university and community. We were
extremely grateful for this opportunity to do some good in
our community, and Carmichael was very appreciative.”
Check out more slides at:
http://animoto.com/play/0uIKdsbY1js2LHoGJwew9w?
utm_campaign=share_email&utm_medium=email&utm_so
urce=share_email#

